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Nowadays more and more changes have taken place in organizations. 
Now changes emphasize that the team cooperates, emphasize the vivid the 
construction of organizations, and emphasize the built-up of keeping on the 
development. But, changes conclude constants: Pursuing to the performance is 
one of the organizations’ top targets forever, at the same time, employee the 
individual performance is always an important part to organizations’ results. 
There is a lot of literature that study performance management, but few 
scholars have aimed at a certain and clear and definite purpose of performance 
management to do a research on employees' performance management. This 
paper chooses guiding the employee the development to be the ultimate 
purpose of performance management. Around this purpose, make an analysis 
about the research of performance management system. The main contains of 
this thesis can be introduced briefly as follows: 
Chapter 1: The Summarization of Performance Management. In this part, 
this article elaborates the related notions and traits of performance 
management. then presents with some basic theories of and some typical 
problems about performance management.  
Chapter 2: The relation between performance management and 
employees’ development .Generalize and the relation of the means — purpose 
between them. And indicate that employees’ development should be the core 
concern. 
Chapter 3: Design the process of performance management aimed at 
employees’ development. Ascending two former chapters, tightly surrounding 
guiding employees’ development,  indicate the process can be divided into 















contents, performance talk personally and applications of result The author 
indicates, the performance management should aim at the employees’ actual 
results, analyzing the advantage and disadvantage of employees’ oneself, 
direct employees to develop the advantage and supply a gap, attaining the 
purpose to develop oneself. 
Chapter 4: practical emphasis on performance management directing the 
employees’ development. Based on the foundation of design, this chapter 
manages to analyze the emphasis at a practical angle. It includes: Change 
conceptions, need leaders’ support, keep on the communication, reduce 
subjective error, and need excellent corporate culture. 
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      A（Ability）    ——能力； 
      O（Opportunity）——机会； 
      M（Motivation） ——激励； 
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